
COUNTRIES WORKED IN

USA, South Africa, Thailand, Spain, Berlin, France, Ireland, 
Wales, Scotland, England.  

SKILLS

PHOTOSHOP, INDESIGN, ILLUSTRATOR, OFFICE,  
BASIC PREMIERE. CLEAN UK DRIVING LICENCE & CAR.
MAC & PC.

EDUCATION

BA HONS Graphic Design & Communication from  
The University for the Creative Arts.

NHS trained COVID-19 PPE Saftey Officer.
APA approved COVID-19 Supervisor

REFEREES

Jo Lumb - EP   We Are Social
jo.lumb@wearesocial.net  +44 (0)7708966850

Harvey Ascott - Executive Producer  DED Ltd
harvey@dedpro.co            +44 (0)7816404873

SELECTIVE WORKS

Adidas ‘Athlete Elevation’ 
Working with adidas to create content for the social channels of six 
athletes competing in the 2021 Olympic games. Working remotely 
over a number of weeks with local production houses in the USA 
and South Africa. Using minimal crew to gain maximum output with 
as many people remotely attending the shoot as possible in order 
to ensure the safety of all on set during the outbreak of Covid-19. 
Multi day shoots with simultaneous sets capturing a huge bank of 
video and stills content. Planning and implementing new methods 
of working with Creative, directors and clients to allow this project to 
continue safely and successfully. Performing the role of both  
executive Producer and agency producer. 
 
Guinness ‘Six Nations’ 
Content creation for the Guinness social channels. Shoots in Dublin 
and London of food parings for the Six Nations created by local 
chefs and vendors. These shoots involved extremely complicated 
and reactive scheduling, working around intense restrictions from 
locations and participating suppliers. Performing the role of both 
executive Producer and agency producer. 
 
Girlguiding ‘Inspire Woman’
Working as Agency producer while heavily supporting shoot 
production, sourcing locations, cast and specific and challenging 
scheduling. One day, 10 set ups and over 150 cast. Working with 
real club members and leaders capturing magical moments of 
inspiration. Providing motion and stills material for the entire 2019 
campaign for Girlguiding, encouraging people all over the UK to sign 
up and become volunteers across all age groups.

Tanqueray Gin - ‘Summer Campaign’
Creating summers afternoon in an up market fourth floor balcony 
apartment in an East London Studio. Producing as well as leading 
the Art Dept. construction of this brilliant set build and clever use 
of perspective. Delivering outstanding images with the detailed 
work across hundreds of stills plates in order to allow for layers of 
retouching that capture the finest details on the brands glass bottles 
and intricate labels.

VNL ‘Keep Up’
Agency Producer for Young Sports Agency of the Year 2019 MATTA. 
An intensive 4 days shoot pulled together in a matter of days due to 
unforeseen circumstances that resulted in a massive shift of talent, 
locations and creative. Followed by over a month of detailed post at 
The Mill and multiple months of translation work with VSI, including 
multi lingual VO records and copy.

Football Manager ‘2019 Launch’
Agency production management for Producer Alaina Olsen at Mox 
London creative agency. Delivering the campaign launch for FM19:  
hero film, multiple cut downs, website banners, google appstore and 
Nintendo Switch adverts. Shoot production by Unit 9 across multiple 
locations and days.

You Tube ‘Creators for Change & In My Personal Space’
Production Manager for Jo Lumb at We Are Social on this ongoing 
global initiative that spotlights inspirational Creators who use  
You Tube to foster productive conversations around tough issues 
and make a positive impact on the world. Staring influencers,  
creators and celebrities such as Professor Green, Lily Cole and 
Tom Daley.

Adidas ‘Take Charge - Berlin’
Producer for this female focussed episode of the Adidas’ ‘Take 
Charge’ series, working for We Are Social. Taking a local director, 
account manager, creative, DOP, steadicam and photographer 
to Berlin to shoot with the Adidas all female running crew ‘Who 
Said Girls Cant Race?’. A mixture of Berlin Culture beauty shots, 
emotionally charged voice overs and displays of female strength and 
power. Local fixer used for additional crew and kit. 

Adidas ‘Real Madrid - Here to Create’
The Adidas ‘Real Madrid - Here to Create’ kit launch. Taking a 
local director, account manager, creative, DOP, steadicam to Spain 
to work as part of a ‘super shoot’ in Real Madrid’s La residecia, 
Valdebebas with extremely high profile Real Madrid players, and 
then across multiple locations throughout the city with locally 
sourced cast and crew via a local production company. Performing 
the role of both executive Producer and agency producer. 

Suede ‘Night Thoughts’ 
An outstanding film accompanying Suede’s album ‘Night Thoughts’. 
The Film works as a feature but can also be broken down into 
individual music videos each with their own distinct style. Working 
with director Roger Sargent and a script writer, filming across 
various locations and studios in Wales over a number of weeks.

Mr Thing ‘Edinburgh Fringe Festival’
Co-writer, producer, designer and art director for the late night  
comedy chat show. A successful full month long run at the 
Edinburgh Fringe Festival 2018. A daily changing line up of two 
featured guests, a house band, a puppet, bespoke games and 
ingenious interactive quizzes. This giant undertaking was akin to
a month long extremely intensive shoot.

// OKAYJAMES.CO.UK

@jamesjannabartlettJames Janna Bartlett
+44 (0) 7732 192 229

hello@okayjames.co.ukPRODUCER

James is a freelance producer working across online content, commercials, promos, and events featuring high-level talent, artists, animals and 
children. She has worked across a huge variety of projects with a vast range of budgets, specialist requirements, locations and time frames.
James believes that communication and camaraderie are the key to successful shoots. Creating a beautiful, on brand, groundbreaking outcome 
relies upon ensuring all departs are working together, toward a united goal, pushing the boundaries of possibility via exploration and dedication. 
Also a practicing production designer, artist, and writer, James has a wide and varied skill set and understands all aspects of the creative process 
from conception to compleation. 


